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WHERE 
TO HOLD
YOUR
VIRTUAL
MEETINGS

SKYPE

ZOOM

Google Meet is a free  platform that allows video conferences and
messaging. It is ideal for Google users since Google Meet is built
into Gmail and Google Classroom. 

GOOGLE MEET

Zoom is one of the leading video
solutions. In addition to meetings,
Zoom allows you to host  webinars and
much more. There is also a chat feature
to share messages with other people
on the call. 

Skype is a free application
that allows video meetings
and voice calls between
computers, tablets, mobile
devices, and more. Skype also
has an instant messaging
service where members can
send text, video, audio, and
images.

Join.me is a free online
meeting platform that allows
you to make a personal URL
and  meeting background. 

JOIN.ME
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HOW TO RUN AN 
EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL MEETING

PREVENT 
"TUNING OUT"

Ask all members to turn their
cameras on, this can be used for
attendance purposes. 
Practice public speaking with the
local officer team to hold
members' attention.
Start the meeting with an
icebreaker. If your chapter is too
large, have members answer in the
chat and the officers can read
some responses aloud. 
Make an engaging presentation
with the information on the
agenda.
Have breakout rooms for member
networking. Be sure to provide
them with questions. 
Change speakers during the
meeting. 
Keep your presentation brief and
focus on engagement. 

Choose an appropriate time and a
platform that is easily accessible to
the members.
Provide an audio dial-in option to
account for Wi-Fi issues. 
Have everything ready to start the
meeting 10-15 minutes early.
Send a meeting agenda and hand-
outs beforehand 
Practice with your local officer
team. 
Select an officer to handle
technology problems and answer
messages in the chat.
Go over online etiquette and
respect at the first meeting.
Remind members to mute
themselves when someone is
talking. 
Remind speakers to have their
camera eye-level, face towards a
light source, and look directly at
the camera when speaking.

PROTOCOL
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Recognizing Speakers
No one should speak without first being called on
by the President. 
If someone wants to participate in the discussion,
have them use the "Raise Hand" feature on your
virtual meeting platform. Be sure to check this tab
often. 

Stick to the Agenda
Make sure that you distribute an agenda detailing
what you'll talk about during the meeting. 
Especially on a virtual meeting, it is easy to get
sidetracked. Stick to the promised agenda and
meeting length, finishing early if you can. 

PARLI LIKE A

Pro

Adjustments for a
Virtual Meeting:

Especially on virtual meetings, it can be hard to keep the
group on task. It is the President's job to make sure that

the group accomplishes everything in the agenda.

Simplified Parliamentary
Procedure for Virtual Meetings

MEETING OUTLINE
Call to Order
The President should log
onto the call early and call
the meeting to order
using one gavel tap.

Minutes
The Secretary should read
the minutes of the last
meeting and ask for them
to become the official
record.

Reports
All officers who have been
assigned tasks should
update the board on their
progress.

Old Business
First consider any action
items that have been
carried over from the last 
meeting. 

New Business
Next, consider all new
action items that have
popped up since the last
meeting. 

Adjournment
Promptly adjourn the
meeting once all agenda
items have finished.
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VIRTUAL MEMBER
RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES

USE YOUR BUSINESS
DEPARTMENT

MEMBER SIGN-UP
FORM

Having a member sign-up form
can be convenient to promote
on social media, send to both

existing and prospective
members. Be sure to only
collect information that is

necessary, keeping member
privacy in mind.INCENTIVES FOR

EXISTING MEMBERS

SCHOOL CLUB FAIR

EXCITING FIRST
MEETING 

Ask the business teachers to
promote FBLA in their

classes. You can advertise
your first meeting, sign-up

form and even send them an
informational flyer.  

Offer points to your existing
members for reposting your

FBLA posts on their social
media and referring others

on the member sign-up form.  

.  

If your school is still having a club
fair, be sure to promote your

website, social media, flyers, and
sign-up form. You can use the

NJFBLA sample promotional items
if needed.   

Entice members to come to
your first recruitment

meeting by doing a fun
activity afterwards. This can

include a Kahoot game, with a
prize for the winner or an

attendance based raffle.     
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MAINTAINING
YOUR 

Engage members with a virtual quiz!
Kahoot or Quizizz are great ways to keep your meetings
interactive.

Bring in a guest speaker!
Whether it's a college admissions representative, a
professional in the field, or an elected official, giving
your members access to valuable connections is
important!

Get  creative!
Host a virtual scavenger hunt, an escape room, a
workshop, the possibilities are endless! Conveying
meeting content through  activities encourages
productivity while having FUN!

Invite an FBLA State Officer to speak at your meeting! We
love interacting with fellow members!

v ir tua l
chapter

ENGAGING MEETING
CONTENT:
In a virtual setting, it can be hard keeping members
engaged. Make your meetings fun and interactive,

while keeping them productive!

INCENTIVIZE
ATTENDANCE:

Maintain your meeting attendance by
offering an incentive!

Offer free "Swag"!
Meeting attendees get their
names entered in a drawing for a
free t-shirt, gift card, or other
prize.

Offer priority for competitive events
selection within your chapter

Consistent meeting attendance
gives attendees priority to choose
their competitive event before
they fill!

STAY 
ORGANIZED:

Keep your chapter events and
meetings structured and productive to

minimize miscommunications and 
 disengagement.

HAVE A PLAN.
Create an agenda to follow
before meetings. This ensures
there are never any "gaps", or
points for members to become
disengaged.

Set Deadlines
Hold yourselves and your
members accountable! Set
deadlines as a local officer team
and communicate due dates to
members.
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BUILD BOLDLY
Make sure your website emphasizes important information. Use widgets

like banners, strips, arrows, and pop-ups to direct users to important

pages. Have announcements and recurring information on your main

page where it's easy to locate. Bold important words, dates, and

events. 

BUILD AN AESTHETIC
Your website shouldn't look like a color barrage. Choose a few fonts

and color schemes to incorporate throughout the entire site. If certain

pages have different themes, make sure you're consistent with the

schemes for each page. Try to match your website's aesthetic with your

chapter's social media aesthetic to truly build a local chapter brand.

KEEP IT ORGANIZED
Keep all related information in one place. Your website shouldn't be a

scavenger hunt for your users. Make sure that your website is easy to

navigate with a menu that is easy to read. Use keywords that connect

with your users. The simpler the navigation, the more attractive the site.

BUILD YOUR WEBSITE
If your chapter never considered having a website, now is a great time

to start! Consider the different website building options available to

you - Wix, Weebly, and Google Sites are great starting options. Have a

bit of HTML & CSS experience? Consider building your website from

scratch or using HTML code in your website building platforms.

USING YOUR WEBSITE
A guide to using your local chapter's

website to its full potential

ACCOMODATE MOBILE USERS
Make sure your website is functional for mobile users. People don't

always have access to their computers, and you don't want people

avoiding your site because of it's lack of functionality. Make sure

information can be accessed at any platformPage 8



USING SOCIAL MEDIA
Tips on using your local chapter's social media effectively

Depending on the audiences you're trying to gather, use
appropriate social media channels to gain that audience. Trying
to connect to PBL & Professional audiences? Facebook, LinkedIn,
and Twitter are great platforms. Targeting a younger student
audience? Try focusing on Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok!

EXPAND YOUR INFLUENCE

Your social media channels are the first sources of
information for your audiences - especially those brought up
in the digital age. Make sure you keep your followers posted

on what's going on, including using features like live shows
and streams to keep users engaged.

POST REGULARLY

When you post, make sure that your posts are attractive, bold,
and easy to understand. It may be easier for people to follow if
you build an aesthetic associated with your local chapter social
media. Think of a color scheme and a set of fonts you want your
page to feature, and stick to them. 

POST MEANINGFULLY

As your following continues to grow, you may be approached by
confused followers who need more information or would like to get

involved. Answer  direct messages often. reply to post comments, and
take advice from your followers to make your page increasingly

attractive to others.

INTERACT WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

"BRANDS THAT IGNORE SOCIAL MEDIA....WILL DIE. IT'S

THAT SIMPLE" 

-JEFF RAGOVIN, BUDDY MEDIA CO-FOUNDERPage 9



Set up a form of communication for your chapter:
Remind, Teams, Instagram, etc

Hold a meeting with your local officer team to plan
your Program of Work for this year

Decide on at least three member recruitment
strategies for this year   

Contact the NJ FBLA State Adviser if your have any
questions or concerns   

Utilize FBLA's programs to help you engage your
members, including BAA, CSA, and Chapter
Challenge.

Use any FBLA resources for guidance if needed,
including recruitment materials

Plan your first virtual meeting! This should be
an informational meeting to recruit members 

Share the NJ FBLA Instagram, @njfbla, with your
members for more engagement or repost our posts 

VIRTUAL
SUCCESSCheck l is t

Select your platform and test your technology
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For More Resources, Visit the New Jersey
FBLA State Website at www.njfbla.org

https://www.njfbla.org/resources

